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Abstract
In this paper, we evaluated the effect of viscoplastic dampers on the response of steel frames under blast loading. We used
SAP2000 software and link elements to investigate the responses of nine-story steel frames with and without dampers. The
proposed viscoplastic damper is a new type of viscous damper. The application of this damper is based on the availability
of its constituent materials. The damper acts as a viscoelastic damper at low levels of vibration, but it acts as a combination
of viscoelastic operator and metal-yielding device at extreme levels of vibration. With respect to the height of the structure,
the need for the correct distribution is underlined, which is addressed by developing a non-uniform loading at the height of
the structure. We used A.T.-Blast software program to measure the required parameters to calculate the pressure coming
from the blast. The comparison of the simulation results with and without dampers demonstrated about 33% reduction in
responses with respect to the top floor displacements and about 59% reduction in modeling the nine-story steel frame with
brass and bending moments at column bases, which represents the optimal operation of viscoplastic damper in steel frame
under blast loading. It is demonstrated that using viscoplastic damper with brace improves the blast resistance of structures.

Abstrak
Penggunaan Peredam Viskoplastis untuk Meningkatkan Ketahanan Rangka Baja pada Pembebanan Letupan. Di
dalam naskah ini, kami mengevaluasi pengaruh peredam viskoplastis (plastik kental) terhadap respons rangka baja pada
pembebanan letupan. Kami menggunakan perangkat lunak SAP2000 dan elemen-elemen penghubung untuk menyelidiki
respons-respons dari rangka baja sembilan lantai dengan dan tanpa peredam. Peredam viskoplastis yang diusulkan
merupakan suatu tipe peredam kental baru. Penggunaan peredam ini berdasarkan pada ketersediaan bahan-bahan
konstituennya. Peredam bekerja sebagai suatu peredam viskoelastis pada level-level vibrasi rendah, tetapi peredam ini
bekerja sebagai suatu kombinasi dari operator viskoelastis dan peranti penghasil logam pada level-level vibrasi yang
ekstrim. Sehubungan dengan ketinggian struktur, ditekankan pada kebutuhan akan pendistribusian yang benar, yang
ditangani dengan mengembangkan suatu pembebanan yang tidak merata pada ketinggian struktur. Kami menggunakan
program perangkat lunak A.T.-Blast untuk mengukur parameter-parameter yang diperlukan untuk menghitung tekanan
yang dapat dari letupan. Pembandingan hasil-hasil simulasi dengan dan tanpa peredam menunjukkan sekitar 33%
penurunan respons sehubungan dengan perpindahan lantai atas dan sekitar 59% penurunan dalam pemodelan rangka baja
sembilan lantai dengan kuningan dan momen pembengkokkan pada alas kolom, yang mewakili pengoperasian optimal
peredam viskoplastis pada rangka baja pada pembebanan letup. Di sini ditunjukkan bahwa dengan menggunakan peredam
viskoplastis dengan penguat meningkatkan ketahanan letupan struktur.
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1. Introduction

explosion is caused by a sudden release of energy that
could be in the form of gas combustion, nuclear
explosion, or as a result of detonation of different types
of bombs. Trinitrotoluene (TNT) is generally used as a
reference point for determining the power of explosion.
The equivalence of TNT can be obtained from

Various terrorist incidents on important structures
across the world have attracted special importance to the
issue of passive defense and design of buildings
withstanding shocks caused by the explosion. The
131
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coefficients listed in table 4 when explosive material is
not a TNT-type material [1]-[4]. Explosive analyses
have a history of several centuries. Primary analyses
conducted by some methods started from 13th century.
In 1919, Hopkinson introduced the scale for simple
explosions. Although this method had no mathematical
basis, it was essential in terms of application [5]. He
claimed that if two buildings of different sizes have
same shape and are built with same materials and placed
under the effect of explosion, the amount of explosive
materials needed to create similar effects are directly
linked to the third power of building dimensions. This
rule was proposed perfectly by Gurnez in 1926 [6].
Horace Lamb, a mathematician at the University of
Manchester, conducted several studies on hydrodynamics
and propagation of tremor [7]. According to the study
conducted by the scientist Taylor on dynamics of blast
wave caused by explosives had a major role in the
development of the Research Center for Ministry of
Great Britain Defense during 1936-1950. Previously, his
articles were bon propagation and depreciation of blast
waves caused by conventional weapons, but later on his
focus turned to the behavior of blast waves caused by
the first atomic explosion in New Mexico [8].
According to this study, the viscoplastic damper is
composed of many tested displacement- and velocitydependent characteristics. The damper works as a
viscoplastic damper at low-level excitement. But at
higher level vibration, this damper works as a combined
viscoelastic and metal-yielding operator. As Figure 1
represents, the device is composed of two curved steel
plates along with a solid viscoelastic material binding
them together. When an axial compressive force is
applied to the longitudinal axial direction, the device is
shrunk by some amount. At the time of shrinking, an
extension to the dimensions of transverse bay occurs as
much as the amount. The transverse extension of the
device, which depends on the quality of the bent plate,
is several times its longitudinal shrinking.
Miamoto et al. [9] examined the effect of the fluid
viscous damper on reducing the response of steel
buildings under blast loading by the development of
blast loading from an explosive charge of 3000 pounds,
the impact of blast, the comparison of the performance
of a conventional steel frame with and without dampers,
and a conventional concrete building with shear wall.
The results showed that the fluid viscous damper is a
beneficial way to remarkably improve the performance
of structures with a steel frame. Ibrahim et al. [10]
conducted a study on the effects of a new viscoplastic
device for energy depreciation. The device, which is
made of steel building pieces, is easily accessible and
viscoplastic solids were modeled using software
ABAQUS and SAP2000. The results showed the
reduction of the system’s response to seismic vibrations
with the application of the damper.
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This device is the product of advanced manufacturing
technology that uses high-tech components. It can be
mounted on steel structures built in many factories. The
price of its design is fairly reasonable and it needs
limited maintenance and repair [11].
The high cost associated with the design and
construction of the blast-resistant structures does not
outweigh the benefits. However, with some measures
we can reduce the severity and extent of damage and
enhance the performance of the structure by reducing
the destruction caused. During an explosion, a lot of
energy is exerted on the structure. The incoming kinetic
and potential (strain) energy appear in the structure need
to be absorbed or drained away. If there is no damping
in structure, it keeps on vibrating into infinity. But
practically, some damping effects appear on it owing to
the characteristics of the structure, which results some
vibrations in structure and certain level of damping on
it. The efficiency of building can be enhanced by adding
energy absorbent (additional damper) to building. So,
the apparatus would alone absorb and dissipates part of
incoming energy. In this paper, the effect of viscoplastic
dampers on the responses of steel frames under blast
loading has been evaluated. By using SAP2000 software
[12] and link element, we investigated the responses of
nine-story steel frames with and without dampers.

2. Materials and Methods
Model specifications. A simplified model was developed
using SAP2000 software program to examine the effect
of viscoplastic damper on the response of steel frame
under different blasts.. For damper modeling, NLINK
element was used. The NLINK element is composed of
a spring in series with damper, which represents the
Maxwell model. By considering high stiffness of spring
in the Maxwell model and adding a second parallel
spring in the model, we can turn it into the Kelvin
model [14]. The steel frame we used in this study is a 5bay and 10-story frame (including the ground floor),
which was designed for SAC Building Project [15]. For
the with-damper model, the device is added to each
frame level along with V braces. The model and
arrangement of damping devices are shown in Figure 1.
In this study, a nonlinear time-history analysis was
conducted on the structure with and without dampers
under charge scale and different distances of blast. Here,
C stands for the amount of damping constant, K
represents spring stiffness, C10 × 20 is the steel profile
of device, and h/l is the physical ratio (Table 1).
Model authentication. Prior to the implementation of
the time-history analysis, a parametric study was
conducted on the frame to estimate the best damping
parameters to improve the responses under harmonic
excitation. We considered the damping constant C as 1
December 2020 | Vol. 24 | No. 3
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(k-sec/in), spring stiffness K as 0.4 (k/in), steel elements
as C10 × 20, and physical ratio as 1/2. The biggest
displacement and effects of physical ratio are
considered in all analyses [13]. To investigate the
damping effect on structure, the nine-story frame SAC,
without damping and with adding a damping to each
level under harmonic loading (100sin (t)) were analyzed
and the displacement of the roof level was recorded in
each analysis. Tables 2 and 3 and Figures 2 and 3 show
the correlation between the base model and simulated
model. The amount was estimated to be about 94% for
without-damper frame and 97% for with-damper frame.

Figure 3. Displacement of Roof Level Simulated Model

Extremum points

Table 2. Spotting Correlation for without-damper Frame

Variance
Mean
Correction

Figure 1. Arrangement of Dampers in Steel Frame

Table 1.

Without-damper frame
Simulated model
Base mode
0
0
−13.46
−7.25
0
0
12.19
12.25
0
0
−9.89
-11.25
0
0
7.79
10.5
0
0
-6.2
-9.5
0
0
5.1
9.6
45.92
51.96
-0.37
0.36
0.94

Viscoplastic Damper Properties [14]

Property
Damping Constant C
K Spring Stiffness
Steel Profile

Unit

1

k-sec/in

0.4

k/in

C10x20

-

Table 3. Spotting Correlation for with-damper Frame

-

Extremum points

h/l Physical Ratio

Amount

Variance
Mean
Correction

Without-damper frame
Simulated model
Base mode
0
0
−7.29
−5
0
0
5.92
7.6
0
0
−4.87
−6
0
0
4
5
0
0
−3.29
−4
0
0
2.7
3.6
12.11
14.38
−0.24
0.1
0.97

Figure 2. Displacement of Roof Level Base Model [8]
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Model loading. a) Calculation of the pressure put on
the front side of the structure: The blast overpressure Pso,
tolerance duration td; and propagation velocity U are
derived using A.T.-blast software. By using these data,
the pressure exerted on structure side was calculated
using the proposed equations for calculation of blast
loads for application to structural components [16]. By
considering the blast of a car (sedan) and a van (cargo
van) at distances of 20 feet and 50 feet from the
structure, the loading was performed [17]. In the study,
only the pressure exerted on the front side of the
structure is considered.

time for different amounts of weight (W) and different
distances from the blast source.
b) Load distribution in the height of the structure:
Considering 10 separate panels and calculating pressure
imposing on the middle of each panel, the load
distribution in the height of the structure was performed
for each case [18], [19]. The amounts are presented in
Figure 6 for 1000 pounds of TNT at a distance of 20 feet.
Analysis of steel frame with different intensities of blast
loading was conducted and recorded. The results were
compared for each case.

Table 4 is a summary of calculations relating to the blast
loading. Figures 4 and 5 are pressure graphs in terms of
Table 4. Calculation of Pressure Parameters for the Front Side of the Structure
W
(lb)
1000
1000
4000
4000

R
(Ft)
20
50
20
50

Td
(ms)
1.41
7.20
0.83
6.07

U
(Ft/ms)
4.88
2.06
7.13
3.15

Pso
(psi)
314.71
41.94
707.43
121.02

cr
6.60
3.75
8.13
5.25

Pr
(psi)
2077.09
157.28
5747.87
635.36

S (Ft)

q0

ps

tc

Iw

15
15
15
15

2178.93
38.70
11010.06
322.21

2493.64
80.64
1171.50
443.23

9.22
21.84
6.31
14.29

1464
566.2
2385
1928

te
(ms)
1.41
7.20
0.83
6.07

Figure 4. Pressure on the Front Side of the Structure for 1,000 Pounds of TNT

Figure 5. Pressure on the Front Side of the Structure for 4,000 pounds of TNT
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Figure 6. Graph of Pressure Distribution on the Front Side of the Structure at the Height of the Structure

Figure 7. Responses of Structure in the Roof Level

3. Results and Discussion
The results of blast loading are demonstrated in Figure
7. The behavior of the structure with and without
dampers was compared for roof level for each case.
Common structures absorb incoming energy through
yielding or failure of building materials. The internal
forces of components can be reduced by reducing the
incoming energy to structure in such a way that the
minimum displacement occurs in structure stories.
Makara J. Technol.
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Vibration control refers to the modification of structural
characteristics so that a good response is received under
the influence of incoming load. Table 5 shows the
reduction of structure response with viscoplastic damper
for each blast intensity. We observed an average of
33.25 percent reduction in responses by adding damper
to structure.
Comparison of the bending moments at column base.
If the incoming energy to structure can be reduced in
such a way that the minimum displacement in structured
December 2020 | Vol. 24 | No. 3
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stories is observed, then the internal forces of
components are reduced. To investigate the effect of
viscoplastic damper on the behavior of the steel frame,
three columns were chosen from the base level (Figure
8). The bending of the structures with and without
dampers was compared after being analyzed. We
observed an average of 59.3 percent reduction in
bending of column base in a structure with damper.
An average of 58.8 percent reduction in the bending of
column base was observed for loading 1000 pounds of

TNT at a distance of 20 feet, , whereas an average of
55.7 percent reduction for loading 1000 pounds of TNT
at a distance of 50 feet, an average of 61.6 percent
reduction for loading 4000 pounds of TNT at a distance
of 20 feet, and an average of 61.2 percent reduction for
loading of 4000 pounds of TNT at a distance of 50 feet
were observed. These data represent that it is reasonable
for the reduction of bending of column bases at the
same levels concerning the reduction percentage of the
blast roof responses.

Table 5. Numerical Comparison of Responses between with and without Damper Structures
Column

The Maximum Bending Moment
of Frame without Damper (kip-in)

The Maximum Bending Moment of
Frame with Damper (kip-in)

Reduction Percentage

155-1

9439

4741.3

49.8%

181-1

12766/4

5119/4

59.9%

182-1

10686.8

3553/8

66.7%

Figure 8. Selection of Columns

The graphical representations of results are shown in Tables 6 to 9 and in Figures 9 to 12.
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Figure 9. Diagram of Column Bases Comparison in a
Structure with and without Dampers for Loading
1000 Pounds of TNT at a Distance of 20 Feet

Figure 11. Diagram of Column Bases Comparison in a
Structure with and without Dampers for Loading
4000 Pounds of TNT at a Distance of 20 Feet

Figure 10. Diagram of Column Bases Comparison in a
Structure with and without Dampers for Loading
1000 Pounds of TNT at a Distance of 50 Feet

Figure 11. Diagram of Column Bases Comparison in a
Structure with and without Dampers for Loading
4000 Pounds of TNT at a Distance of 50 Feet

Table 6.

Numerical Comparison of Bending of Column Bases in a Structure with and without Dampers for Loading 1000
Pounds of TNT at a Distance of 20 Feet
Column
155-1
181-1
182-1

Table 7.

The Maximum Bending Moment of
Frame with Damper (kip-in)
4741.3
5119/4
3553/8

Reduction Percentage
49.8%
59.9%
66.7%

Numerical Comparison of Bending of Column Bases in a Structure with and without Dampers for Loading 1000
Pounds of TNT at a Distance of 50 Feet
Column
155-1
181-1
182-1

Table 8.

The Maximum Bending Moment
of Frame without Damper (kip-in)
9439
12766/4
10686.8

The Maximum Bending Moment
of Frame without Damper (kip-in)
3964.5
5525.3
4749.9

The Maximum Bending Moment of
Frame with Damper (kip-in)
1941.4
2443.8
1883.6

Reduction Percentage
51%
55.8%
60%

Numerical Comparison of Bending of Column Bases in a Structure with and without Dampers for Loading 4000
Pounds of TNT at a Distance of 20 Feet
Column
155-1
181-1
182-1

Makara J. Technol.

The Maximum Bending Moment
of Frame without Damper (kip-in)
16272.5
22396.7
19035.6

1

The Maximum Bending Moment of
Frame with Damper (kip-in)
7724
8432.8
5745.7

Reduction Percentage
52.5%
562.3%
69.8%
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Table 9.

Numerical Comparison of Bending of Column Bases in a Structure with and without Dampers for Loading 4000
Pounds of TNT at a Distance of 50 Feet
Column
155-1
181-1
182-1

The Maximum Bending Moment
of Frame without Damper (kip-in)
13026.6
18207.1
15695.2

4. Conclusion
It has been concluded that: (a) The behavior of steel
frame structure under blast with different severity was
examined and all of them confirmed the effect of
viscoplastic damper on reducing the response of the
structure by about 33%. Moreover, the bending of
column base was reduced by about 59% despite the
presence of damper in each case of loading. (b) The
study indicates that benefiting from viscoplastic damper
along with a brace can increase the efficiency of the
structure exposed to blast compared with the withoutdamper state. (c) Failure to use structure control devices
is equivalent to an increase in piece dimension with
very high ratios. It is required to cover high costs to
strengthen highly ductile structures for reducing structure
responses. (d) The use of such operators can improve
the performance of structure at an optimal level. It also
provides economic benefit and localizes them. Therefore,
it is recommended to consider the damper by making
some changes in properties in future studies.
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